Abstract-A new method of estimating direction of arrival for uniform circular array is presented in this paper. Based on Monte Carlo importance sampling, the proposed method employs a global optimization to maximize the compressed likelihood function at low angular separation to boast relatively improved performance, which guarantees convergence to the global maximum with comparison to other suboptimal algorithm. In addition, the paper testifies the robustness and effectiveness by comparing to other algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Many problems in radar, sonar, seismology, and etc., utilize the signals recorded via an array of sensors to perform highresolution estimation of the direction of arrival (DOA) of emitters based on uniform circular array (UCA). For conventional algorithms [1] , the model of UCA needs to be transformed to the model of uniform linear array ULA to meet the Vandermonde structure, which induces Coherent noises. Even if de-coherent algorithm could solve the problem concerning coherent noises [2] , the accuracy of estimation of direction would be descended. Alternatively, many iterative methods have been proposed, but all require a good initial value [3] . In this paper, for reducing the numbers of parameters of likelihood function, an analytical maximization over the source covariance matrix is employed to optimal the remaining function [4] , termed compressed likelihood function, which depends only on the desired arrival angles. In addition, avoiding a multidimensional integration, a non-iterative algorithm implementing Monte Carlo importance sampling for UCA is presented [5] , which solve how to get the global optimization estimator without good initial value.   respectively impinge on this array, which the radius is r and the center of circle is the reference point. The possible range of the DOA angles  is [0, 2]  , and the range of  is [ , ]    . The angle between the i th sensor and the axis X is . Accordingly, the steer vector of array is
Here it is assumed that all signal sources are coplanar with array, that is,
Thus the noisy signal received at the i th sensor at time t is a superposition of the responses to the M individual signals and noise ( ) i n t , and the receiving signal is given by
where ( ) j t s is the j th signal in reaching the array, and ( ) i t n is the noise sample at each sensor comprising a discrete-time white Gaussian noise process. In essence, the matrix of UCA could be defined as , is given by
Using the result of [5] , the ML estimation of ˆm le θ can be obtained by maximizing the compressed likelihood function. And the compressed likelihood function ( ) c L θ can also be written as
IV. GLOBAL MAXIMIZATION OF LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
The ML estimation of the DOAs is obtained by maximizing the compressed likelihood function ( ) c L θ . As said above, a direct implementation requires a multi-dimensional grid search or good initial guess, whose computational complexity increases exponentially with the number of sources or global convergence to the maximum being not guaranteed. To overcome this drawback, it is proposed to use theorem of Pincus [3] that does not require an initial guess of the DOA estimation. Now let ( ) 
Then the function ( ) L θ has all the properties of a pdf, in that it is nonnegative and integrates to one. The term ( ) L θ is considered as a pseudo-pdf in θ . With this definition, Pincus's theorem may be interpreted from (5) as a method for computing the global maximum of ( ) c L θ as the mean of the ( ) L θ as    . Then estimate of θ can be found from
where k θ is the k th realization of the "random" vector θ distributed according to ( ) L θ and  is sufficiently large. Computingθ by (12) requires generation of θ~( ) L θ .
V. IMPORTANCE SAMPLING
Importance sampling has been shown to be a powerful tool for computing a multidimensional integral [4] . The expectation can be found to any desired degree of accuracy (for large enough K ) by the Monte Carlo sample mean estimate
where ( )  θ and ( ) p θ are assumed to be pseudo-pdfs. The function ( ) p θ is usually called the importance function, which can at times be chosen to be some simple function of θ , so that realizations of θ can be easily generated. 
by letting
. Therefore the importance function can be chosen as 2 1 exp(
Since from expression of ( ) A θ , that (9) becomes 2 1
where 2 1
Hence, the importance function is chosen to be
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VII. ESTIMATION OF DIRECTIONS
The global optimization theorem requires evaluation of the means of 1 2 , , , M    L , distributed according to a pseudo-pdf. And to avoid estimation bias, the linear mean will be replaced by the circular mean to estimate the DOA. The circular mean for a random variable θ defined on the interval [ 
where  denotes the angle in radians and ( ) p θ is the pdf. Key idea in defining a circular mean is to average position vectors. Hence the circular sample mean of the data is defined as
The use of (13) alleviates the estimator bias. This is valid as a consequence of the invariance properties of the maximum likelihood estimator [5] .Thus, ,m mle  is found by letting
and k θ is the k th realization of θ .Thus ( ) w θ in (16) can be replaced by ( ) w θ so that
VIII. SIMULATION ANALYSIS
In this section, two DOA estimation algorithms: MODE by Stoica and Sharman [6] , and EMML by Miller and Fuhrman [7] are compared with the proposed method above, because two algorithms are representative of the different methods being studied in detail for DOA estimation based on UCA. For all the simulations to follow, an Figure II , it is seen that there is little dependence on  , as long as it is at least equal to ten, and we see that there is some dependence on 1  .If 1  is too large, and then the importance function may become too narrow. As a result, not all possible angles will be generated, resulting in a biased estimator. As expected, the importance function must be appropriately chosen. This choice appears to be sufficiently robust in that, as will be shown, the performance is nearly optimal even as the SNRs, and actual angles vary over a wide range. In order to give the greatest advantage to the iterative methods, the initial estimates is made to be close to the true angles by choosing the initial angle estimates as 1 To study what happens when there is no good initials, the simulations are studied for two closely spaced sources at It is seen that EMML is very sensitive to the initial estimate, while MODE is less so. Hence, if the initial estimate is far from the true value, very poor performance can be expected. Only the ISML can guarantee robustness to the initial estimates, as there is no dependence. According to the simulation conditions given above, the computational complexity is next assessed. This was done by determining the computer running time for an average of 100 estimates. The results are given in Table I . It is seen that the most computational efficient approaches is MODE. Both EMML and ISML are significantly more computationally intensive. In a practical implementing method of the ISML, it may be necessary to speed up the computation by a more efficient implementing method. 
IX. CONCLUSION
A computationally modest technique (with respect to a multidimensional grid search) to implement the MLE to estimate DOA of UCA has been developed. It is important to note that technique does not require any initial guess of the angle estimates but still performs better than the iterative ML methods. It should also be mentioned that the importance sampling approach, since it operates on a compressed likelihood function, does not require any special assumptions about the array to be satisfied. It can be applied to nonuniformly spaced and/or multidimensional arrays. In summary, all three methods perform well in an environment with a high SNR and large number of snapshots. However, only the ISML algorithm produces accurate estimates for closely spaced sources at low SNR and for a small number of snapshots. This advantage will only increase as the number of sources increases.
